
Saulė Preibytė, 5th form



 1. SAFER INTERNET DAY

 2. EARTH DAY

 3. WORLD FOOD SAFETY DAY

 4. EUROPE DAY



 During my experiental learning I had the
possibility to hear new things, to learn new
words, to practise my reading, writing, 
listening and speaking skills. I could learn
through my own experience, to explore my
neighbourhood and to discover the things I 
usually don‘t notice.



 We talked about the digital lives of teens, how they 
deal with the negative online experiences. We
found out the types of information we need to stay 
safe online and the information sources that we
can trust. 

 When we played games I was introduced to the
rules of safe behaviour. I had to create the poster
that helped me to learn and to pay attention to the
dangers on the Net. I also had to make the list of
teen slang and avoid insulting words for chatting
with my friends.







 During the meeting we talked about the
environmental protection, we did the crossword
and learned the new words. Later teacher invited us
to explore the environment and take some photos
of the green areas. 

 When we played games on the environmental
problems we were introduced to some ways to 
solve them. We explained the list of nature
proverbs and illustrated them. Later, we created
the poem that helped us to memorise active
environmental words. 





Dūmų be ugnies nebūna.



Nėra rožės be spyglių.







 We talked about the safety tips while preparing the
food at home. While watching the educational video 
we had to be attentive and fill in the sentences with
the gaps. Then we did the test on how food safety
savy we are and learned the new facts. 

 Using the cube designing programme we created
our favourite dish and described the whole
preparation process with necessary safety tips. 







My Practical Tasks



 We found out the meaning of the European Union,
took the virtual tour of the European Parliament
and found out some important EU facts. Then we
formed two groups and played the EU quiz, it was
fun. 

 The teacher introduced us the programme to create
a comix. We used the information from the lesson
and created our EU comix.  Later on we explored
the city to find the object that is being renovated
and financed by the EU.  





BLOCKS OF FLATS AND 
EU FUNDING

These are the pictures 
of my block of flats. It 
is being renovated at 
the moment. The 
modernization 
programme is funded 
by EU. We expect it to 
have a modern outer 
look and energy 
saving features.



 The experiental learning was fun and worth
participating. 

 I have learned a lot of useful vocabulary and
found out many interesting facts on the
topics we talked about. I had the possibility
to use various sites, my imagination and
accomplish the given tasks and express
myself. I also explored my city and
discovered the new thing in my
neighbourhood. 


